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WA’s new strata laws

Community 

Titles Act 2018

Strata Titles 

Act 1985

(amended 2018)
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Strata Titles (General) Regulations 2019

Regulations The LawThe Act

+

• Regulations describe how to comply with the Act

• We need your feedback on the consultation draft regulations

=



Timeline for change 2019 Regulations

September Public consultation on strata regulations

2 to 17 September Community information sessions – Perth and regional

October / November
Review feedback and deliver final regulations - the 

Strata Titles (General) Regulations 2019 - to Parliament

TBC - November 

onwards

New strata law is proclaimed and comes into operation -

after the regulations have progressed through Parliament
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Key reforms on the way

Better information for 

buyers

Improvements to 

scheme management

Simplifying 

dispute resolution

Introducing safeguards for 

scheme terminations

New - leasehold schemes

Enable more flexible 

staged strata subdivision

The Act



Strata management
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Easier strata management 

The strata company comprises of all lot owners in the strata scheme

The reforms allow owners to manage their strata scheme more easily, by:

• Allowing electronic notices, voting and record keeping

• Giving owners and occupiers a forum to review by-laws and resolutions 

that are unreasonable or oppressive
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Holding meetings remotely 

• The Act makes clear that a person can attend a meeting remotely, as long 

as this is in accordance with the by-laws. This can be via telephone, video 

link, internet connection or similar.

• This is only if it isn’t an unreasonable burden on the strata company. 

• A person participating remotely is taken to be present at the meeting. 
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Better strata management 

There are new requirements that the strata company is to have the 

objective of achieving outcomes that are not:

• Unfairly prejudicial or discriminatory against an owner or occupier

• Oppressive or unreasonable

Any resolution made by a strata company must meet these standards.
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Budget and improving common property 

Before the reforms, the strata company had duties to repair and maintain 

the common property. 

This could be viewed as not allowing improvement of the common property. 

• The reforms clarify that the common property can be improved

• This can be via the budget if not exceeding $500 per lot. If it is more than 

this, a special resolution is required

• Repair and maintenance not specifically in the budget can be up to $100 

per lot without requiring a resolution
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New standards for council members

Members of council of strata company must: 

• Act in the best interests of the strata company

• Act honestly, with loyalty and in good faith

• Disclose any conflict of interest to the Council

• Not vote if they have a conflict of interest

The strata company or an owner can apply to the SAT to remove a council 
member who breaches these duties.

Note: a council member is not liable in any civil proceeding for acts done 
in good faith. 
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New quorum standards 

• Under the current Act, if a quorum of 50% of the lots is not present 30 

minutes after the meeting was due to start, it will be reconvened one week 

later - those who attend may then have the meeting, whether there’s a 

quorum or not.

• Under the reforms, 30 minutes after the meeting start time the people who 

are there and can vote are taken to make up the quorum.

• As a safeguard, the SAT can overturn resolutions if they are unreasonable, 

oppressive or discriminatory.
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Better ongoing maintenance

Every strata company with 10 or more lots, or having a building 

replacement value of $5m, must have:

• A reserve fund

• A 10 year plan listing the estimated maintenance of buildings 

required over a 10 year period
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The 10 year plan

• The regulations include a list of things which could be scheme common 

property, like walls and floors  

• Any of those items present in the scheme which will need maintenance, 

repair, renewal or replacement in the 10 years should be in the plan

• The strata company may use a professional to prepare the plan, but doesn’t 

have to

strata.wa.gov.au
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More requirements on developers

Developers must:

• Hand over a more extensive list of key documents to the strata 

company

• Disclose any commission they earn from contracts that will bind the 

strata company

The SAT can order a developer to pay to the strata company: 

• Money to acquire any missing scheme documents

• Any commission received if it was not disclosed
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Building defects

• The developer must give to the strata company any documents 

relating to building defects. 

• The developer, or an associate must not vote on building defects for 

10 years after the completion of a scheme building

• The developer cannot contract out of these requirements

• The strata company is ‘subrogated to all the rights and remedies of 

the developer’. This means they can directly sue a builder if there 

are building defects 
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By-laws

• Schedule 1 by-laws are now called ‘Governance by-laws’

• Schedule 2 by-laws are ‘Conduct’ by-laws

• Some by-laws have been deleted and put into the Act instead: 

particularly around voting and appointing proxies

• “Power to redecorate” was previously a Schedule 1 by-law: now it’s 

a Conduct by-law. 
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By-laws

• Because of the changes, it’s possible that a strata company has a 

by-law in the wrong schedule: the by-law is still enforceable

• If the strata company makes a new by-law, or amends or repeals an 

old one, then they should review their by-laws and lodge a 

consolidated set. 
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Enforcing by-laws will be easier

The strata company, an owner, mortgagee or 

occupier can apply to SAT to enforce a by-law.

SAT can order a person to pay a penalty 

where any of the following apply:

• Strata company has served notice, and yet 

the breach continues

• Breach is serious

• Breach occurs 3 times
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‘Strata managers’ introduced in Act 

• A strata manager is authorised by a strata company to perform a specified 
scheme function. 

• Strata managers will be required to enter into a written contract with the 
strata company. 

• A comprehensive set of statutory duties will be imposed on strata 
managers.

• ‘Volunteer strata managers’ own a lot in the scheme. They can earn $80 per 
lot, or $3,000 per year – whichever is less. 
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Strata managers 

Strata managers must:

• Act in the best interests of the strata company

• Exercise skill, care and diligence

• Disclose any conflict of interest

• Disclose commissions received

strata.wa.gov.au
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Strata managers 

New requirements: 

• Professional indemnity insurance

• Recognised qualifications

• Criminal record checks

strata.wa.gov.au
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Unsatisfactory strata managers

If a strata manager breaches the statutory duties or contract the strata 

company can terminate the contract.

• If there is a dispute between the strata company and the strata manager, 

the SAT may order the strata manager to pay: 

• Damages to the strata company for any losses suffered

• Any commission they received that they didn’t disclose, to the strata 

company.
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In summary

• The reforms are extensive and we’ve tried to give people who live in 

strata schemes more effective tools to help them manage their strata 

better. 

• While parts of the reforms are already law that is waiting to be 

proclaimed, there’s still time to provide comment on many of the 

details in the regulations. 



The proposed regulations are 

now available to comment on.

Visit strata.wa.gov.au

Public consultation period

strata.wa.gov.au



Visit strata.wa.gov.au

Share or re-watch the overview 

information session or any of the in 

focus sessions once they’ve been held.

Subscribe for updates on 

key developments.

For more information

strata.wa.gov.au



Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared for the purposes of informing stakeholders 

on the proposed strata title reforms to legislation in WA. Every effort has been 

made to ensure the information presented is accurate at the time of 

publication. Because it avoids the use of legal language, information about the 

law may have been summarised or expressed in general statements. Legislation 

is subject to government consideration and Parliamentary processes. This 

information should not be relied upon as a substitute for professional legal 

advice, nor relied upon as a guide for future legislation relating to strata in WA or 

in relation to current or future subdivision or development proposals, commercial 

transactions or dealings in strata title. 



Questions?


